
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a certified welding inspector. If
you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for certified welding inspector

Perform Inspections in accordance with code and project requirements
Interpret project plans and specifications and ensure project requirements are
being met
Inspection personnel shall be physically capable of climbing stairs, crawling in
and out of small manways, climb inside vessels, towers, heaters, or other
confined spaces for inspection activities, often wearing Self Contained
Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) as required to comply with safety regulations
Examine inspection records to determine inspection schedule and remedial
actions conform with procedures and regulations
Examine containers, piping, tubing, and fittings for leaks and for adherence
to government specifications for pressure level, design, construction, and
installation
Connect test equipment using hand tools and test calibration of meters and
gauges
Inspect pipe-joining methods used by other personnel such as fusion and
pipe welding
Witness and monitor work activities, inspections, and testing in accordance
with approved quality plans, site surveillance plans, ITPs, procedures, and
processes
Conduct inspections to ensure proper preservation of electrical, instrument,
and telecom components
Conduct and participate in MC/pre-commissioning inspection and reviews of

Example of Certified Welding Inspector Job
Description
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Qualifications for certified welding inspector

Position is based out of the Merrill Iron Plant in Schofield, WI
Ability to perform job duties that require standing, kneeling, crouching,
twisting upper body, and lifting <50 lbs="" unassisted="" and="" able=""
to="" work="" on="" ladders="" lifts="" at="" elevated="" heights=""
li="">
Follows safety rules and practices and other safety requirements for all
projects
High School Diploma or equivalent, with at least 5 years of experience as a
Certified Welding Inspector
Must be able to work in an industrial plant environment
Must possess an active TWIC card, OSHA card, and valid Driver’s License


